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hi, i have the Huawei E163. I flashed it using
the driver provided by the developer of the

driver (rev.0.6.0.0), but it asked for pin code. I
read some details of the settings, and then
entered the PIN code using the Airtel Nokia-

umts. The first message it gave me when i run
the embedded programs was that the pin code

is incorrect. Then it didnt give any other
message. I tried the easy pin unlock option,
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but it didnt unlock. I tried removing the sim
card, but it still didnt unlock. Can u plz help me
out. What next? welcome, the module is based

on hisilicon huwawei e163, it’s meizu erp
tyt5857, the driver can’t unlock the code for
hisilicon devices, once you have it, please

follow the instructions of the instructions and
you can unlock it. I have the Huawei E173. I
flashed it using the developer’s driver, but it
asked for the pin code. I read some details of
the settings, and then entered the PIN code
using the U.S.GSM (Internacional v.5.0.2.1),
the first message it gave me when I run the

embedded programs was that the pin code is
incorrect. Then it didnt give any other

message. I tried removing the sim card, but it
still didnt unlock. Can u plz help me out. What
next? Hye everyone,i have a Huawei E183 with
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the name 354242863632703 and the IMEI
number 356280810056431, I don’t have a

modem that is unlocked or any unlocking code,
but I can’t unlock this device, well, I

downloaded all of the drivers from the internet,
extracted them and tried to flash the device,
but to my surprise, the process failed. Then I

opened the tool reset.chm and downloaded the
driver from the chinese web site, i extracted

the files and tried to flash the device, it doesn’t
work. can anyone help me out please
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hello all, today i have upgrade my firmware on
huawei mf631 iphone support not working.

mobile connected,showing devices’
information. but not showing data service

information.the sim card is not be detect in the
mobile handset. please give me the solution, i

can get u solution very easily, thank you
mobile no: 359538039421454

imei:359538039421454 hello i have problem
on my zte mf631 i am trying to unlock my zte
mf631 with huawei firmware writer but when i
enter the universal master code it shows that

the uma code is not valid please help me i
want to use my zte mf631 mobile no:
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359538039421454 imei:359538039421454
please help me i need to unlock my zte mf631

i need some help hello guys i have huawei
e173 and i am using huawei 2126 modem

code for i339 an unlock code is for 12 digits
but this modem is only having 10 digits right
what would i do how to fix this problem, 10

digits are 8-16-12-0-0-0-0-0-0-0. please help hi
here is my dilemma: i have a huawei e164

modem (some variant on that modem, but i've
been told it's not relevant to the issue i'm

having). while visiting my friend in the uk last
month, it stopped working! the provider tells

me to get a new sim. i have this friend's
number in my mobile, but i don't have his sim
in any of my other devices. the way to operate
my mobile is to insert his sim into the phone

while i'm still within the country. i've attached
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the router configuration from when i had the
sim card in the phone. do you need the same

configuration for a different sim card? it's from
the sim port, right next to the modem port

(usb, i believe, is the port on top of the
modem). 5ec8ef588b
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